
The contact lens for your ear.TM

Lyric is the world´s only 100% invisible, 
extended-wear hearing device you can 
wear 24/7 for months at a time.1

Actual Size

Invisible Hearing Device

TM



100% invisible
Revolutionary design allows Lyric to sit invisibly  
in the ear canal, out of sight and out of mind.

No daily hassles
Designed to be worn 24/7 for months at a time.1

No batteries to charge
No daily insertion, removal, or battery changes 
required. Ever.

Clear, natural sound
Captures sound naturally even in noisy background 
situations so you hear everything that counts.

93% of Lyric users would 
recommend Lyric to a friend or 
loved one.2

Call 1-877-412-0280 to learn more

 I completely forget about my hearing 
loss because you never take it out, 
you never put it back, you feel like a 
regular person. You’re all whole again. 

– Pete, Lyric Wearer

Invisible Hearing Device



www.phonak.com/lyric

How Lyric works 
Lyric is placed comfortably close to the ear drum.  
The placement of Lyric enables the ear to capture 
sound and funnel it toward the ear drum organically, 
just as it would without a hearing device. As a result, 
Lyric is able to offer pure, natural sound quality and 
improved hearing in noisy background situations.
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I was able to hear 
sounds I hadn’t 
heard in years... It 
was just like turning 
on a switch. It was 
amazing.

– Libby,  
Lyric Wearer

Invisible Hearing Device

86% of Lyric users agree 
Lyric’s sound quality is very natural.3

Benefits of Lyric
Unlike other hearing solutions, which are inserted 
and removed on a daily basis, extended-wear 
Lyric hearing devices are worn around the clock 
for months at a time.1 Users can wear Lyric during 
most daily activities, like sleeping, showering,  
and exercising.4 And, Lyric never requires battery 
changes, cleaning or repairs. 
 

Call 1-877-412-0280  
For a no-obligation trial.5

www.phonak.com/lyric

1Individual replacement needs may vary. Duration of device battery life varies by 
patient and is subject to individual ear conditions. 2Based on results from two 
surveys totaling 109 patients who had worn Lyric for at least 30 days. 3Based on 
results from a survey totaling 113 patients who had worn Lyric for at least 30 days. 
4Lyric is water resistant, not waterproof, and should not be completely submerged 
under water. 5Professional fees may apply. Annual subscription begins the first day 
of trial. Lyric is not appropriate for all patients. See a Lyric Provider to determine 
if Lyric is right for you. Individual patient results may vary. Lyric, Distributed by 
Phonak, LLC©2015. All rights reserved.


